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Photo: shutterstock.comSizing the size of the walls allows you to maneuver the paper into a position on the wall without tearing. Size also makes later paper removal easier. The size of the water consistency and should be applied with the paint roller and pan. The wall is ready to apply
paper when the size is dry. Priming Dark Walls It is a good idea to prime dark walls if you use paper with a light background as it will help hide the seam of imm off. Use a basic white latex primer or perhaps a primer/size mixture. Plan your Layout Start and finish your work in an

inconspicuous place. The area above the doors, windows or on the wall is a space that is somewhat hidden good places to start. Following this approach, you better hide any incalculable in its bands. Another good idea is to establish vertical guidelines. Keep a roll of paper where you want
to start and make a sign one poncim less than the width of the paper. Then use a level or chalk line to create a vertical reference point. Apply the paper to Start by lining the edges of the paper about half an inch inside the reference line. By doing this, you can hide the line from showing
through the seam. Place the roll on the floor and unwrap enough to reach the ceiling. Adjust the paper on the ceiling to make your pattern match and mark the paper with a pencil. Measure down from your ceiling sign and mark the distance that the wall is high plus an additional 2 inches.
Make a small incision or mark on the bottom of the paper and fold the paper across. Trim the paper using the crease as a guide. Check your lane for the correct fitMeasure second lane by laying the first strip on the ground and use it as a template. Be sure to fit your model and also leave
some extra at the top and bottom for pruning. Now hang your first piece, cut the third piece, hang the second piece, etc. avoid cutting a large number of strips at one time if you are not sure your pattern is lining up properly. Go to basic contentRD.COMSince color wallpaper can range from
circulation to print run, you have to buy all the wallpaper you need atSince wallpaper color can range from print to print run, you have to buy all the wallpaper you need at one time. To determine how many rolls a room will need: Mix the width of the walls in feet and multiply in height. Divide
this by 30 - the average usable square feet in the U.S. rental - or 25 if you use European paper made. Subtract half the roll for each window and door of normal size. Now you have a working total; Add one roll for good measure (and future patches) - a little more if your template has great
repetitions to match. If you're not sure about your calculations, painting of each wall, including measurements and position and the size of all windows and doors. Take a sketch to the wallpaper supplier. An experienced seller can tips on how many rolls you need to buy. When you place
your order wallpaper, and buy a compatible paste and brush paste for standard documents, or a water box for prepasted documents. Originally published: August 02, 2005Orligically published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! Go to basic contentRD.COMIf you are
new to paperhanging, keep your first project as easy as possible. Choose a paper designed so if you're new to overhanging papers, keep your first project as simple as possible. Choose a paper designed wisely with a do-it-yourself. Here are some characteristics to look for: High quality,
machine printed, pretrimmed documents are usually the most challengeless. Flocked and foiled documents or wallpaper with edges of selvage that need to be trimmed at work are the challenges best of leaving professionals your first time around. Patterns that are straight are easier to hang
than dropped patterns. Straight patterns are so-called because the adjacent panels are found in a straight line, so they require a little extra to figure out when you cut and hang them. Discarded patterns have a repeat design that is designed to match the panel to the panel, a slightly more
difficult calculation to measure. Discarded templates also require more paper to compensate for compliance. Small common patterns tend to mask uneven surfaces. But striped, shiny and hard wall bindings are best reserved for very smooth, perfectly sheer walls. Matching the scale of the
room size pattern is also crucial. Too big a pattern in a small room can be oppressive; too small a template will be lost in a large room. Bring home wallpaper samples or wallpaper books to see which models work best for your purposes. View them with both natural and artificial light.
Originally published: August 02, 2005Orligically published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! iStock/MAYBAYBUTTERIn 1920 the roads became increasingly crowded and more dangerous, so Detroit police officer William Potts converted rail signal lights into the first
traffic light. Originally, the railroad lights were white, green and red, but in the early 1900s yellow replaced white because it was considered more visible. iStock/kemieThe business phone book owes its distinctive color to the printer in Cheyenne, Wyoming, which in 1883 ran out of white
paper while printing one of the first ever phone directories (the phone was only patented a few years earlier). So the printer finished work on yellow paper and he caught on. iStock/MACIEJNOSKOWSKIIn 1915 Chicago businessman John Hertz founded the Yellow Cab Company. He
commissioned the university to scientifically determine which color will be allocated to the strongest at a distance. The winner, of course, was yellow. But Hertz wasn't the first: in 1909, Albert Rockwell ran a yellow taxi park in New York City. He wasn't so scientific, so scientific, chose yellow
because it was his wife's favorite color. iStock/oztasbcIn the 1890s, Joseph Pulitzer's New York World was one of the first newspapers to use sensationalism and hyperbole to sell issues. In one of the world's comics, Hogan's Alley by Richard F. Outco, a popular character called Yellow Kid
was shown. When William Randolph Hearst launched a competitor to the New York Journal, he hired Outcault away from the world. Pulitzer vowed revenge: He hired a new cartoonist to create the second Yellow Kid, and as the two newspapers traded thorns back and forth, their style of
over-the-top reporting became known as yellow journalism. iStock / Nick M. DoA banana starts green because its peel contains chlorophyll, like any other green plant. As the fetus matures, the chemical reaction in the peel causes the chlorophyll to break down. As the level of chlorophyll
drops, the green disappears, and the banana turns yellow. iStock/Kathryn8An early 20th century folk tale tells the story of a convict returning home - if his family welcomed him, they would tie a white ribbon around an apple tree. In 1971, New York Post writer Pete Hamill wrote a dramatic
retelling, except for a version he heard, the tape was yellow and the tree was oak. This article inspired an ABC TV movie, followed by a song written by Irwin Levine and L. Russell Brown called Tie Yellow Tape Around an Old Oak. It became a hit for Tony Orlando in 1973. The tape gained
its modern meaning by recalling the military - during the 1980 Iran Hostage Crisis, when Penne Laingen, wife of captured U.S. Ambassador Bruce Laingen, told the Washington Post that she tied the ribbon around a tree in her backyard: One of those days, Bruce is going to go home and
untie the yellow ribbon. (He did.) iStock/luxiangjian4711The Huang He, or Yellow River, is the second longest river in China (3,395 miles) and the seventh longest in the world. It was named after the billions of tons of yellow silt it carries. iStock/splendensWhen your body replaces red blood
cells, it creates bilirubin, which is yellow. The liver usually removes bilirubin, but when the baby is in the womb, the placenta removes it. When a baby is born, the liver does not always begin to filter immediately. Result: bilirubin causes yellowing of the skin and eyes. Called physiological
jaundice, the child turns yellow in two to four days. Although this type of jaundice may look alarming, it is usually harmless. (But it has to be checked by a doctor.) iStock/RazvanIn the annual Tour de France cycling race, the leader at the start of each stage wears a le maillot jaune, or yellow
jersey. The race itself dates back to the 20th century, but the yellow jersey first appeared in 1919 to make the leader more visible. Why yellow? Because a magazine called L'Auto sponsored the race, and it was on yellow paper. iStock/AlinaMD The sun is yellow, isn't it? Incorrectly. He's
white. Why white? Because sunlight contains all the colors of the spectrum. But the photons that come from the sun are mostly in the green spectrum. So what if the sun is white and most of its photons are green, how do we see it yellow? The Earth's atmosphere is to blame: red, yellow and
orange are not scattered as easily as the rest of the spectrum, so when sunlight is filtered through the atmosphere, these are the colors that we see. iStock/deepblue4youUrochrome is a compound that forms when your body destroys worn red blood cells. Because the kidneys act as waste
filters, the urochrome passes through them and into the urine. What does this have to do with the color of urine? Urochrome is a yellow pigment. The concentration of urochrome affects the color: Drink more, the urochrome is diluted, and the urine is less yellow; drink less, eat more
urochrome, and it's darker. Originally published as May 06, 2016 Originally published in Reader's Digest With a wireless drill or screwdriver, remove items from the wall that will not be painted. This can include a switch or socket faceplates, photos and hangers images, shelves, or bra lights.
Set these items safely to the side. With the artist's ribbon, tape from all areas that will not be painted, such as lins, trim, doors and window casings, and large shelves. With a utility knife, cut off any loose, peeling wallpaper sections. Be careful to only cut through the wallpaper and not into
drywall. Walk around the room with a flashlight held at a low angle to better identify the vacant areas. You will often find loose wallpaper near doors, windows, switches, or above the board or any type of finish. Lower the brush into the primer. Cut the edges of the wall with a primer. Be sure
to clean all the areas that the roller can't reach, usually about a 3-inch strip of paint. Wear a respirator for this task. Place the paint tray in the paint tray. Mix the primer well and then fill the tank end of the paint tray with a primer. Wet the roller cover and roll it out well on the tray. Roll the wall
with one layer of primer. Once the primer is completely cured, run the joint tape along the entire length of all the wallpaper seams. Cut off the ends of the joint tape on the ceiling and on hanging boards. Push it into place with a drywall knife. The reason you cover the wallpaper seams is to
keep them flat. If the paint seeps through the wallpaper seams, the seams begin to twist and clean. With a drywall knife, run a thin layer of joint joints over the joint tape. Don't shift as this only leads to more resurfacing later. For any areas of wallpaper that you previously cut off, fill the
missing section with a thin drywall wipe compound. Buying light joint joints as it will do grinding is easier. To reduce dust, dust, may want to acquire a joint compound to control the dust. Fit the drywall screen on drywall dander. Gently run the dander up and down at the seams of the
wallpaper. Be sure to move vertically, not horizontally. Don't push hard or you risk abrasive wallpaper. Apply the second layer of primer. Not only does this further strengthen the first layer, but it helps seal the porous joint compound. Once the wall primer is completely dry, you can now paint
the walls with the inner wall paint using a brush and roller. Let the paint dry for at least two hours and then apply a second layer. Coat. the yellow wallpaper quotes and page numbers. the yellow wallpaper quotes about the woman. the yellow wallpaper quotes about gender roles. the yellow
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